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ABSTRACT
The distribution and absolute intensity of the solar flux for
wavelengths below 3000 A is an important aeronomic parameter
for systematic studies of planetary aeronomy. A compilation of
the solar flux incident at the top of the Earth's atmosphere is
presented to serve as a basis for calculating similar data for other
planets. For convenient reference, the flux data for Mercury,
Venus, Mars, and Jupiter have been computed. The tabulated data
for Earth were used to generate the entire model of the solar
photon flux from 50 A to 3000 A for the top of the atmospheres of
Venus and Mars.
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SPECTRALREGION50 A TO 3000 A
E. D. Schultz and A. C. Holland
Most planetary atmospheric gases strongly absorb rad'iation below
3000A. These absorptions often result in photoionization and/or photo-
dissociation; so although the total flux below 3000 A is small, its
effect on the aeronomic properties of the upper atmosphere such as
chemical composition, atmospheric thermodynamics, atmospheric dynamics,
terrestrial gas reflectivities, etc. is large. Accordingly, the distri-
bution and absolute intensity of the solar flux for wavelengths below
3000 A is an important aeronomic parameter for systematic studies of
planetary aeronomysuch as are being performed at GCAunder the present
contract.
As a first step, the solar flux incident at the top of the Earth's
atmosphere has been compiled for the spectral region 50 A to 3000 Ao(I)*
(2)
The compilation was based essentially on the work of K. Watanabe,
H. E. Hinteregger, (3) C. R. Detwiler et al. (4) and F S Johnson
(5)
) • . ,
Between 50 A and 1850 A, the major emission lines were distinguished
from the continuum and are presented separately. The continuum and weak
lines are lumped together. The emission lines published by Watanabe (2)
*This work was partially supported under Contract No. AF33(657)-9199.
and by Detwiler et al. (4) were modified to reflect the most recent
measurementsby Hinteregger. (3) Beyond 1850 A, emission lines could
not be resolved from the continuum. Below 283 A, the absence of emis-
sion lines merely reflects the lack of experimental data.
In the near ultraviolet, the data published by Johnson(5) and by
Detwiler and co-workers (4) agree down to 2400 A; but at shorter wave-
lengths, they differ by a factor that reaches 2.0 at 2200 A. The two
sets were joined at 2600 A using the method outlined in Table I. In
the far ultraviolet, the discrepancy between Detwiler and Watanabewas
not consistent, and the two sets of data were arbitrarily joined at
1600 A. The top of Earth atmosphere solar photon flux from 50 A to
3000 A are reproduced from the original work(1) in Figures 1 through 5
to serve as a basis for calculating similar data for other planets.
Tabulated values of how the tables and graphs were generated are given
in Tables 1 and 2.
In all of the figures, the pure experimental data are plotted in
two clear and unambiguouspresentations of the tabulation to provide a
convenient comparison of the contribution of major emission lines with
the contribution of the continuum and weak lines. As indicated in the
tabulation, someof the individual emission lines contain contributions
from the sameand/or other elements or unresolved multiplets.
To obtain the flux values at the top of the atmospheres of neighbor-






(a) 0-1625A; K.Watanabe (see Atmospheric Processes, P.Nawrocki
and R.Papa, Pergamon Pres_. 1-962).
(b) 1525-2625_; C.R.Detwiler et al., Ann. de G_ophysique, 17,
263 (1961).
(c) 2525-3025_; F.S.Johnson, J. Meteorol., ii, 431 (1954).
X±25A E/Photon X Total Flux Photon Flux
ergs photon -I ergs cm -2 -i -2 -I -Isec (50%) "1 photon cm sec (50%)


















































































































































SOLAR PHOTON FLUX - CONTINUUM TO 3000A
AT THE TOP OF EARTH_A!M_Q$_LER_E.
O
Xi25A E/Photon X Total Flux Photon Flux

























































































*Reference (b) continued [note that at x=1750A, photon flux changes
. from (xlO I0) to (x I013_]. ____
X+25 l
Total Flux I =/__ Io(X)dX ; Photon Flux Q = o .
o ok_25 E/Photon_ '
E/Ph°t°nx Ref.(a) = E/Ph°t°nx-*25 - 2 ?,-25 + vt+2 Ph°t°nx '
I e hC/Photon X ; hc 1.9862xi0 -16E/Ph°t°nx R f.(b),(c) - X = erg cm
O
Where data overlaps, photon flux was determined as per example at 1600A:
QIIS_O = _Q(a)1550 + Q(b)1550_/3
QII600 = _Q(a)1600 + 2Q(b)1600_/3
QI1650 = Q(b)1600 ' etc.
TABLE 2
o
soL PHOTONFLUX-EMiSSiON TO1850AAT HETOPOFEART 
o
2 -160 A'K Wata abe (Ref.: (a) _._apa_e_gamon _res's_S_6_? spheric Processes,e_ Nawrocki. and
(b) 1600-1850A; C.R.Decwiler et al., Ann. de Geophysique, 17,
263 (1961).
_(c) 283-1215.7_; H.E.Hinteregger et al., Private Communication
(flux measurements performed August 1961)
Identifica- Mean X Photon
X tion in Group E/Ph°t°nx Flux FIBx
O
A ergs photon i
(x 10 -ll)
283 7.0184





(a) 520 Si XII 3.8197
537 He I 3.6988
554 0 IV 3.5853
584.3 He I 3.3993
610 Mg X 3.2561
625 Mg X 3.1780
629.7 0 V 3.1542
770,80 Ne VIII 775 2_5628
788,90 0 IV 789 2.5174
833,35 0 II, 0 III 834 2.3816
865,85* 875 2.2699
935,45 S VI 940 2.1130
938 Ly 6 2.1175
949.7 Ly 5 2.0914
972.5 Ly y 2.0423
977.0 C III 2.0330
990* N III 990 2.0063
i011" C II, etc. I011 1.9646
1025.7 Ly _ 1.9363
1032,38 0 VI 1035 1.9191
1064,75" S IV 1069.5 1.8570
1085 NII 1.8306
iii0" Si III, etc. 1112 1.7862
1127" Si III, etc. 1127 1.7624
1134 N I 1.7515
1140 C I 1.7423





































































































1335" O I, etc.
1394 Si IV
1403 Si IV
1430" S I, etc.
1462"






























































































































*Indicates a blend of lines of the same and/or other elements or an unresolved
multiplet.
For definitions and equations, refer to the discussion following the
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inverse square relation based on mean radius vector magnitudes. These
data appear in Table 3. For convenient reference the flux data for
Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter have been computed and are included
with values for Earth in Tables 4 and 5. The previously discussed
tabulated data for Earth were used as a base to generate the entire
model of the solar photon flux from 50 A to 3000 A for the top of the
atmospheres of Venus and Mars.
It should be emphasized that the intensity dilution factars are
average values. Variation in these factors due to orbital eccentri-
cities alone are shown in Table 6 for the cases of Venus, Earth and
Mars. Furthermore, the variation in the factor for Earth reflects
itself in additional variance in the factors for other planets, since
the original intensity data were obtained at Earth for an assumed radius
vector of 1A.U. However, for present purposes, the simplifying assump-
tion of zero eccentricity of Earth's orbit is justified since the
experimental errors and/or the real timevariation of flux may exceed
variations due to the Earth's orbit eccentricity.
Inasmuch as the eccentricity of Venus' orbit is less than that for
Earth, we may also consider that variance as negligible. In the case
of Mars, however, such an approximation cannot be made. When the
eccentricities for Earth and Mars are coupled, the resulting variation





"Space Technology" (H.S. Seifert, ed.) pp.8-08,09,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., London (1959).
Planet
*Mean Distance (a) 2
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TABLE 4 (continue d) 
o 
SOLAR PHOTON FLUX - CONTINUUM TO 3000A 
AT THE TOP Of n:E /,TMOS PHERE S OF SONE PLANETS 
Equ a ti ons) definiti ons ) references and additional 
da t a arc inc lud ed in the separate tabul a tion for 
the case of earth. 
PHOTON FLUX 
-2 -1 0-1 pho t ons cm see (50A) 
Mercur y Venus Earth Mars 
2. 78 x 1014 7.97 x 1013 4.17 x 1013 1. 80 x 1013 
2. 53 7. ?.Lf 3.79 1. 63 
2. 7/, 7. 86 4.11 1. 77 
3 . 21 9.1 9 4.81 2. 07 
3.1 9 9.1L, 4.78 2.06 
I,. [;0 J3.2 6.S9 2.97 
1, . 60 18 . 6 9.72 4.19 
G. LI9 24 . 8 13.0 5. 60 
10 . l. 29 . 0 15.2 6.55 
10. 9 3l.3 16 . L. 7.06 
12 . 5 35 . 7 l S.7 8 .05 
17 . L,. Li9 . 7 26 .0 11. 2 
24./1 70 . 0 36 . 6 15. 8 
31. 8 91. 2 47 .7 20 . 5 
31. 6 90 . 6 L.7 .4 20.t. 
Jupiter 
1.54 x 1012 
1. 46 
1.52 












l'Oj c:tc lt pl <llw t, t.b e in c i dent. p hoton 
[1 0m L1IC sun) .:l , by t I le re l alion 
f l ux, I , \~as c a l c ul a t ed f or the planet I s mea n distance p 
p 2 
I ",(~S?\ I 
p a ) 0 
p 




SOLAR PHOTON FLl_ - EMISSION LINES TO 1850A
AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF SOME PLANETS
Equations, definitions, references and additional
data are included in the continuum discussion and
















































































































































































































































SOLAR PHOTON FLUX-EMISSION LINES TO 1850A
AT THE TOP OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF SOME PLANETS





Mercury Venus Earth Mars

























































1.2 3.4 1.8 0.78
5.9 17 8.8 3.8
0.80 2.3 1.2 0.52
0.80 2.3 1.2 0.52
3.4 9.7 5.1 2.2
207 592 310 134
1.3 3.6 1.9 0.82
1.3 3.6 1.9 0.82
1.3 3.6 1.9 0.82
1.7 4.8 2.5 I.I
1.3 3.6 1.9 0.82
1.7 5.0 2.6 I.I
8.0 23 12 5.2
2.7 7.6 4.0 1.7
13 38 20 8.6
2.3 6.5 3.4 1.5
5.6 16 8.4 3.6
3.7 ii 5.6 2.4
1.5 4.2 2.2 0.95
1.5 4..2 2.2 0.95
2.5 7.1 3.7 1.6
3.6 I0 5.4 2.3
8.7 25 13 5.6
6.2 18 9.3 4.0
5.2 15 7.8 3.4
3.9 Ii 5.8 2.5
8.7 25 13 5.6
4.5 13 6.7 2.9
9.3 27 14 6.0

































VARIATION OF INTENSITY DILUTION FACTORS
Planet R (perihelion) R (aphelion)
(A.U.) (A.U.)
Variation Variation
of R _min _max of
Venus 0.718 0.728 ± 0.79 1.886 1.938 2.79
Earth 0.983 1.017 + 1.7_ 0.967 1.034 6.8_o
Mars 1.381 '1.666 _+ 9.39 0.360 0.524 38.1_
R = magnitude of radius vector
19
Figure 6 is a plot of the magnitude of the radius vector of Mars
for the decade 1960 - 1970. Figures 7 through 16 can be conveniently
employed for the solar flux incident in the top of the atmospheres of
Venus and Mars.
Additional variations due to other factors such as the variance
of solar activity throughout the eleven-year cycle and the solar flares
and prominences are present during which strong UV and X radiation have
been observed. However, at present these factors cannot be taken into
account in any meaningful manner.
Finally, a comparison of the different sources of data was not
attempted here; discussions of individual methods and experimental
errors can be obtained at the sources. It is important to emphasize
the limitations of this presentation, but at the same time recognize
its value for certain investigations. While the numerical values in
the model may change as more experimental measurementsare made, the
essential format of the model should remain.
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